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The Cosmic Core

2020-11-22

the cosmic core is a new physics theory that explains the universe evolution unlike a lot of physics theories its new in the
reference that it explains how and why faster than light space travel is a future possibility unlike past theories time travel doesn t
exist when we review the idea that if we can discover new mathematical reference theory that allow faster than light travel time
travel no longer is valid this is one of those theories it shows how the universe s expansion changes the foundation of how
mankind accepts faster than light speed possibilities and the cosmic core is an explanation that does just that expansion changes
everything we accept about the universe we review in earlier science theory

Phenomenology and Education

2022-02-22

phenomenologists or continental thinkers argue for the subject object continuum for phenomenology subjectivity is of the object
and object is for the subject this book applies that continuum to the holistic foundations of work or specialization the author devotes
a chapter to each of eight cultural applications of the subject object continuum chapter one examines the specialist generalist
continuum meaning specialization for general education that continuum comprises the framework for the remaining seven
chapters those seven include production for community design for user automation for user computing for society taxation for
society information for manufacturing and procedure for goal these eight applications constitute the basis for a core curriculum the
core curriculum gives holistic meaning order or cosmos to all jobs and to all people cosmos is a greek word meaning humanistic
scientific order irreducible to physics the core curriculum is fundamental cosmology each of the eight continuities follow in a
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logical systematic manner from the analytic subjective continuum meaning object for subjectivity phenomenology of education can
become the human basis of a promising holistic logic bringing together analytic and existential themes

An Introduction to Modern Cosmology

2015-04-27

an introduction to modern cosmology third edition is an accessible account of modern cosmological ideas the big bang cosmology is
explored looking at its observational successes in explaining the expansion of the universe the existence and properties of the
cosmic microwave background and the origin of light elements in the universe properties of the very early universe are also
covered including the motivation for a rapid period of expansion known as cosmological inflation the third edition brings this
established undergraduate textbook up to date with the rapidly evolving observational situation this fully revised edition of a
bestseller takes an approach which is grounded in physics with a logical flow of chapters leading the reader from basic ideas of the
expansion described by the friedman equations to some of the more advanced ideas about the early universe it also incorporates up
to date results from the planck mission which imaged the anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background radiation over the
whole sky the advanced topic sections present subjects with more detailed mathematical approaches to give greater depth to
discussions student problems with hints for solving them and numerical answers are embedded in the chapters to facilitate the
reader s understanding and learning cosmology is now part of the core in many degree programs this current clear and concise
introductory text is relevant to a wide range of astronomy programs worldwide and is essential reading for undergraduates and
masters students as well as anyone starting research in cosmology the accompanying website for this text booksupport wiley com
provides additional material designed to enhance your learning as well as errata within the text
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Cosmology and Biology in Ancient Philosophy

2021-06-10

explores ancient biology and cosmology as two sciences that shed light on one another in their goals and methods

The Universe

2014

based on the author s popular lecture notes this graduate level textbook provides an accessible and self contained introduction to
cosmology ideal as a course companion or for self study concepts are explained at an appropriate level of detail with hundreds of
worked examples and problems to facilitate a deeper understanding

Cosmology

2022-06-30

the lectures that four authors present in this volume investigate core topics related to the accelerated expansion of the universe
accelerated expansion occured in the 36 very early universe an exponential expansion in the in ationary period 10 s after the big
bang this well established theoretical concept had rst been p posed in 1980 by alan guth to account for the homogeneity and
isotropy of the observable universe and simultaneously by alexei starobinski and has since then been developed by many authors in
great theoretical detail an accelerated expansion of the late universe at redshifts z
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Physics of Stellar Evolution and Cosmology

1982

a substantial update of this award winning and highly regarded cosmology textbook for advanced undergraduates in physics and
astronomy

Lectures on Cosmology

2010-03-10

by sir karl popper this is a great book and an exciting book i say so even though i happen to dis agree with the author in many
minor points and one or two major points some of the minor points are merely terminological and therefore very minor i dislike
the term dialectic because of its use since hegel and marx and i dislike the term gravitism perhaps without a good reason thus i
dislike the name which professor gal or has given to his theory but the theory seems to me a great and a very beauti ful theory so
far as i can judge other minor points of disagreement are connected with gal or s original and remarkable views of the great
philosophers including spinoza and kant a major point of disagreement is that gal or following einstein is a scientific determinist
while i cannot but regard determinism as a modem super stition of course he may be right and i may be completely mistaken i
mention these critical points rather in order to emphasize how strongly i am impressed by professor gal or s great book even in the
very unlikely case that wherever we disagree he should be in the wrong and i right even if that should be the case which is
improbable in the extreme it would remain a great book readable worth reading and enlightening with a most fascinating
cosmological story of time expansion and gravitation
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Introduction to Cosmology

2017

based on string theory there is a 3 cosmic framework of the universe which has triple cosmoses in the whole of space that can find
a dark planet which is about 1 33 times the mass of mars located inside the earth but in the other cosmos than ours based on the data
of the cosmological parameters from the first year of wmap observations to the planck satellite observations in 2018 it can be
speculated that the current dark energy should be taken as the residual energy of the universe today after the big ban due to the
rapid expansion of other high energy density cosmoses its dark matter should exert a gravitational pull on the stars of our low
energy density cosmos that causes the effect of accelerating the expansion of our cosmos a5 232 pages

Cosmology, Physics and Philosophy

1983-08-08

introduction to cosmology provides a rare combination of a solid foundation of the core physical concepts of cosmology and the most
recent astronomical observations the text is designed for advanced undergraduates or beginning graduate students and assumes no
prior knowledge of general relativity an emphasis is placed on developing the students physical insight rather than losing them
with complex math an approachable writing style and wealth of fresh and imaginative analogies from everyday physics are used to
make the concepts of cosmology more accessible
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There is 3-Cosmic Framework in the Universe

2013-10-03

what should the average person know about science because science is so central to life in the 21st century science educators and
other leaders of the scientific community believe that it is essential that everyone understand the basic concepts of the most vital
and far reaching disciplines cosmology 101 does exactly that this accessible volume provides readers whether students new to the
field or just interested members of the lay public with the essential ideas of evolution using a minimum of jargon and mathematics
concepts are introduced in a progressive order so that more complicated ideas build on simpler ones and each is discussed in small
bite sized segments so that they can be more easily understood this volume in the science 101 series provides readers with a solid
understanding of how scientist know what they know about the universe

Introduction to Cosmology, Pearson New International Edition

2007-03-30

this book presents a collection of focused review papers on the advances in topics in modern astronomy astrophysics cosmology and
planetary science the chapters are written by expert members of an eu funded erasmus program of strategic partnership between
several european institutes the 13 reviews comprise the topics space debris optical measurements meteors light from comets and
asteroids extrasolar enigmas from disintegrating exoplanets to exo asteroids physical conditions and chemical abundances in
photoionized nebulae from optical spectra observational constraints on the common envelope phase a modern guide to quantitative
spectroscopy of massive ob stars explosion mechanisms of core collapse supernovae and their observational signatures low mass and
substellar eclipsing binaries in stellar clusters globular cluster systems and galaxy formation hot atmospheres of galaxies groups and
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clusters of galaxies the establishment of the standard cosmological model through observations exploiting solar visible range
observations by inversion techniques from flows in the solar subsurface to a flaring atmosphere starburst galaxies the book is
intended for the general astronomical community as well as for advanced students who could use it as a guideline inspiration and
overview for their future careers in astronomy

Cosmology 101

2020-06-17

a unique and wide ranging review of one of the most dramatic research results in astronomy in recent decades

Reviews in Frontiers of Modern Astrophysics

2000-05

ragnarok armageddon doomsday since the dawn of time man has wondered how the world would end in the last three minutes
paul davies reveals the latest theories it might end in a whimper slowly scattering into the infinite void then again it might be
yanked back by its own gravity and end in a catastrophic big crunch there are other more frightening possibilities we may be
seconds away from doom at this very moment written in clear language that makes the cutting edge science of quarks neutrinos
wormholes and metaverses accessible to the layman the last three minutes treats readers to a wide range of conjectures about the
ultimate fate of the universe along the way it takes the occasional divergent path to discuss some slightly less cataclysmic topics
such as galactic colonization what would happen if the earth were struck by the comet swift tuttle a distinct possibility the effects
of falling in a black hole and how to create a baby universe wonderfully morbid to the core this is one of the most original science
books to come along in years
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Type Ia Supernovae

2008-08-05

at least eighty percent of the mass of the universe consists of some material which unlike ordinary matter neither emits nor absorbs
light this book collects key papers related to the discovery of this astonishing fact and its profound implications for astrophysics
cosmology and the physics of elementary particles the book focuses on the likely possibility that the dark matter is composed of an
as yet undiscovered elementary particle and examines the boundaries of our present knowledge of the properties such a particle
must possess

The Last Three Minutes

2012-12-02

a self contained guide to the role played by neutrinos in the universe and how their properties influence cosmological and
astrophysical observations

Particle Physics and Cosmology: Dark Matter

2013-02-21

a masterly overview of the development of cosmological thinking from the greeks via newton and einstein to the present day it is
science s last and greatest challenge fathoming the depths of the night sky the objective to crack the cosmic code to unravel the
blueprint for nature s grandest conception a machine constructed on an unimaginably vast scale the universe itself today s model of
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an expanding universe the big bang cosmology is actually built on principles derived from a few simple mathematical equations
gravity warped space time quantum mechanics the physics of the subatomic these crucial insights stemming from einstein s
revolutionary theories of relativity have led to a simple and elegant framework within which the whole of the universe over
billions of years has been described but recent evidence has begun to make wrinkles in the neat fabric of the big bang cosmology
there is now overwhelming evidence that there is far more stuff in the universe than we can see what and where is this dark
matter and it now appears that the expansion of the universe is accelerating something out there some exotic dark energy is acting
against gravity to push space and time apart while offering a critical view of how all the pieces in our current model fit together
pedro ferreira argues that einstein s universe may be just another stepping stone towards a new more profound and effective
cosmology in the future

Neutrino Cosmology

2012-10-18

designed for students who have a basic understanding of physics and mathematics this text provides a fundamental three in one
introduction to astronomy astrophysics and cosmology the astronomy section explores fundamental topics such as the celestial
coordinate system stellar classification schemes h r diagrams and the masses and radii of stars the astrophysics section addresses
stellar structure stellar atmospheres energy generation in stars and nucleosynthesis also covering galactic structure and rotation the
cosmology section introduces the robertson walker metric and friedman models of the universe and discusses the present status of
the hubble constant along with problems associated with the age of the universe numerous problems diagrams and up to date
references make this an ideal introductory text for graduate courses in physics mathematics space physics or any program for
which astronomy is an option
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The State of the Universe

2001

the encyclopedia of cosmology in four volumes is a major long lasting seminal reference at the graduate student level laid out by
the most prominent respected researchers in the general field of cosmology these volumes will be a comprehensive review of the
most important concepts and current status in the field covering both theory and observation one of the attractive features of the
encyclopedia is that it is accompanied by supplementary materials including videos and simulations of the numerical computation
this will help the readers to better understand and visualize the concepts discussed this encyclopedia is edited by dr giovanni fazio
from harvard smithsonian center for astrophysics with an advisory board comprised of renowned scientists lars hernquist and
abraham loeb harvard smithsonian center for astrophysics and christopher mckee uc berkeley each volume is authored edited by a
specialist in the area galaxy formation and evolution written by rennan barkana tel aviv university numerical simulations in
cosmology edited by kentaro nagamine osaka university university of nevada dark energy written by shinji tsujikawa tokyo
university of science and dark matter written by jihn e kim seoul national university

Textbook of Astronomy and Astrophysics with Elements of Cosmology

2018-03-15

5th of 5 books in new cosmic trillion theory series by ed lukowich this new theory places a black hole at the core of earth and at
the center of every cosmic sphere these black holes built their spheres and now control the spin and gravity of their respective
sphere tt dismisses a big bang origin that our cosmos is only 13 7 billion years old tt shows cosmos as an ancient trillion year entity
recycled by black holes this 45 page book is a brief summary a small smattering of trillion theory tt also known as t theory more in
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depth t theory is available in tt s 5 book cosmology series via amazon in paperbacks and as ebooks also inquire at chapters book stores
see ed s website trillionist com

Encyclopedia Of Cosmology, The (In 4 Volumes)

2017-04-06

examines current research to explain quasars black holes the big bang pulsars and galactic rhythms for the layperson

Spinning Black Hole Inside Our Earth

1997-01-15

337 f e z where the angle between the directions iii and 112 is equal to 8 r is the angular diameter effective distance of the epoch
for recombination f 8 ve have f e f e s e is a bessel function it is assumed here that the spectrum of gravitational waves takes the
form 1 hi hok for all relevant wavelengths a is beam width of the radio antenna d d and is the duration of the process of
recombinations in time the results for different beam widths are shown in fig 1 338 i d novikov 1 0 5 1 1 5 2 e 0 5 o and for a l solid
line and fig 1 the function f 8 for n for a 2 dotted line these formula should be used in analysing the implications of future
observations comparison with the observational data now available enables us to establish an upper limit for the energy density of
long gravitational waves this method is most sensitive for gravitational waves with a ct the fluctuations due to these waves have
scale 0 03 gw rec 4 radian if according to modern observations we take
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The Structure of the Universe

2012-12-06

inflationary cosmology has been developed over the last twenty years to remedy serious shortcomings in the standard hot big bang
model of the universe this textbook first published in 2005 explains the basis of modern cosmology and shows where the theoretical
results come from the book is divided into two parts the first deals with the homogeneous and isotropic model of the universe the
second part discusses how inhomogeneities can explain its structure established material such as the inflation and quantum
cosmological perturbation are presented in great detail however the reader is brought to the frontiers of current cosmological
research by the discussion of more speculative ideas an ideal textbook for both advanced students of physics and astrophysics all of
the necessary background material is included in every chapter and no prior knowledge of general relativity and quantum field
theory is assumed

Radio Astronomy and Cosmology

2005-11-10

cosmology in gauge field theory and string theory focuses on the cosmological implications of the gauge theories of particle physics
and of string theory the book first examines the universe s series of phase transitions in which the successive gauge symmetries of
the higher temperature phase were spontaneously broken after the big bang discussing relics of these phase transitions more
generic relics baryons neutrinos axions and supersymmetric particles neutralinos and gravitinos the author next studies
supersymmetric theory supergravity theory and the constraints on the underlying field theory of the universe s inflationary era
the book concludes with a discussion of black hole solutions of the supergravity theory that approximates string theory at low
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energies and the insight that string theory affords into the microscopic origin of the bekenstein hawking entropy cosmology in
gauge field theory and string theory provides a modern introduction to these important problems from a particle physicist s
perspective it is intended as an introductory textbook for a first course on the subject at a graduate level

Physical Foundations of Cosmology

2021-09-29

in the development of fundamental physics on one side and of astronomy cosmology on the other side periods of parallell relatively
independent progress seem to alternate with others of intense interaction and mutual influence to this latter case belong the very
beginnings of modern physics with galileo and newton there is now a widespread feeling that another of such flourishing periods
may have started some ten years ago with the advent of unified theories and the introduction of inflationary cosmologies the
interaction between the two disciplines has become tighter ever since spurring studies of e g astronomical and particle dark matter
candidates superstrings and cosmic strings phase transitions in the early universe etc etc then the recent birth of neutrino
astronomy has added further flavor to this splendid conjunction it was indeed with the clear perception of this trend that six years
ago cern and eso decided to jointly organize a series of symposia focusing on the interactions between astronomy cosmology and
fundamental physics to be held about every two years the aim of these meetings is to bring together astronomers cosmologists and
particle physicists to exchange information to discuss scientific issues of common interest and to take note of the latest devolopments
in each discipline that are relevant to the other the first eso cern symposium was held at cern geneva on november 21 25 1983
then for its second edition the eso cern symposium moved to garching bei miinchen where eso headquarters are located and took
place on march 17 21 1986
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Cosmology in Gauge Field Theory and String Theory

2012-12-06

a concise illustrated introduction to the history and physics of supernovae the brilliant explosions of stars with striking color
illustrations supernovae are the explosions of stars they are some of the most energetic phenomena in the universe rivaling the
combined light of billions of stars supernovae have been studied for centuries and they have also made appearances in popular
culture a glimpse of a supernova in a painting provides sherlock holmes with a crucial clue for example in this volume in the mit
press essential knowledge series astrophysicist or graur offers a concise and accessible introduction to these awe inspiring
astronomical phenomena graur explains that a deep observational understanding of supernovae why and how they shine and how
their brightness changes over time allows us to use them as tools for experiments in astrophysics and physics a certain type of
supernova for example brightens and fades in such a predictable manner that we can measure the distances to their host galaxies
we owe our existence to supernovae they give us iron for our blood and calcium for our bones but supernovae may also have
caused a mass extinction event on earth 2 6 million years ago graur shows how observations of supernovae played a role in the
transformation of astronomy from astrology to astrophysics surveys the tools used to study supernovae today and describes the lives
and deaths of stars and the supernova remnants neutron stars and black holes they leave behind illustrations in both color and black
and white many from graur s own hubble space telescope data make this account of supernovae particularly vivid

Astronomy, Cosmology and Fundamental Physics

2022-02-08

the recent scientific efforts in astrophysics cosmology have brought a revolution to our understanding of the cosmos amazing results
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is the outcome of amazing experiments the huge scientific technological financial effort that has gone into building the 10 m class
telescopes as well as many space and balloon observatories essential to observe the multitude of cosmic phenomena in their
manifestations at different wavelengths from gamma rays to the millimetre and the radio has given and is still giving its fruits of
knowledge these recent scientific achievements in observational and theoretical cosmology were presented in the
multiwavelength cosmology conference that took place on beautiful mykonos island in the aegean between 17 and 20 june 2003
more than 180 cosmologists from all over the world gathered for a four day intense meeting in which recent results from large
ground based surveys aat 2 df sloan and space missions wmap chandra xmm iso hst were presented and debated providing a huge
impetus to our knowledge of the cosmos the future of the subject experiments and directions of research was also discussed the
conference was devoted mostly on the constraints on cosmological models and galaxy formation theories that arise from the study of
the high redshift universe from clusters of galaxies and their evolution from the cosmic microwave background the large scale
structure and star formation history

Supernova

2004-06-29

paul laviolette reveals astonishing parallels between cutting edge scientific thought and early creation myths and how these myths
encode a theory of cosmology in which matter is continually growing from seeds of order that emerge spontaneously from chaos
exposing the contradictions of the big bang theory laviolette leads us beyond the restrictive metaphors of modern science and into a
new science for the 21st century
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Multiwavelength Cosmology

2004-04-15

introduction to astronomy cosmology is a modern undergraduate textbook combining both the theory behind astronomy with the
very latest developments written for science students this book takes a carefully developed scientific approach to this dynamic
subject every major concept is accompanied by a worked example with end of chapter problems to improve understanding
includes coverage of the very latest developments such as double pulsars and the dark galaxy beautifully illustrated in full colour
throughout supplementary web site with many additional full colour images content and latest developments

Genesis of the Cosmos

2013-03-18

a special forum on critical issues in cosmology in celebraton of princeton university s 250th birthday the proceedings of this
conference held as part of princeton university s 250th birthday celebrations features lectures and discussions by many of the world
s leading scientists on the status and future of modern cosmology the volume offers the non specialist a fascinating insight into the
current status of cosmology and the issues of contention at the research frontiers of the science it constitutes the proceedings of a
special conference held as part of princeton university s 250 birthday celebrations featuring lectures and discussions by many of the
world s leading scientists on the status and future of modern cosmology the volume is based on the format of a series of debates in
which a range of conventional wisdom is reviewed defended and critcised by renowned specialists in each field the technical level
of the volume is accessible to a very broad audience of non specialists this innovative exchange of ideas at the cutting edge of
cosmology therefore offers an unusual opportunity for the average reader to savour the excitement of probing into the ultimate
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secrets of the universe publisher s website

Introduction to Astronomy and Cosmology

1997

radio surveys play an important role in observational cosmology however until recently the surveys have been either of wide area
but with low sensitivity or of small area with high sensitivity both limit the kinds of cosmology that can be carried out with radio
surveys this situation has been revolutionised in the past few years by the availability of new large area high sensitivity radio
surveys at both low and high radio frequencies these significant improvements allow studies based on both the statistics of the
surveys themselves and multiwavelength follow up of the galaxies and agn responsible for the radio emission it is therefore an
opportune time to summarise progress in this field with a workshop this book comprises the proceedings of the observational
cosmology with the new radio surveys workshop held on tenerife january 13 15 1997 topics covered include lessons learned and
important results from earlier surveys descriptions of some of the new surveys clusters of galaxies and large scale structure radio
source evolution cmb studies gravitational lensing and multiwavelength studies of distant radio sources

Critical Dialogues in Cosmology

2012-12-06

neutrinos in particle physics astronomy and cosmology provides a comprehensive and up to date introduction to neutrino physics
neutrino astronomy and neutrino cosmology the intrinsic properties and fundamental interactions of neutrinos are described as is
the phenomenology of lepton flavor mixing seesaw mechanisms and neutrino oscillations the cosmic neutrino background stellar
neutrinos supernova neutrinos and ultrahigh energy cosmic neutrinos together with the cosmological matter antimatter
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asymmetry and other roles of massive neutrinos in cosmology are discussed in detail this book is intended for researchers and
graduate students in the fields of particle physics particle astrophysics and cosmology dr zhizhong xing is a professor at the institute
of high energy physics chinese academy of sciences china dr shun zhou is currently a postdoctoral fellow at the max planck
institute for physics germany

Observational Cosmology

1970

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th course of the international school of cosmic ray astrophysics it focuses on major
areas of astrophysics their relation to cosmic ray physics and our current understanding of the energetic processes in the galaxy and
the universe that govern the acceleration and form the features of the cosmic rays that we detect at earth the proceedings have
been selected for coverage in index to scientific technical proceedings istp cdrom version isi proceedings cc proceedings
engineering physical sciences contents understanding and modeling the universe and its luminous systemscosmic raysextensive air
showersgamma ray and neutrino astronomy readership upper level undergraduates graduate students and researchers in
astrophysics astronomy and cosmology keywords cosmic rays active galactic nuclei supernovae pulsars gamma ray bursts high
energy neutrino interactions tev gamma rays

Great Ideas and Theories of Modern Cosmology

2011-06-08

cosmology deals with the nature of the universe it can be broadly divided into three great ages the first began in the 6th century
bc with the pythagorean concept of a spherical earth that is part of a universe in which the motions of the planets are governed by
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the harmonious relations of natural laws the second began in the 16th century with the copernican revolution this in turn led into
newton s infinite universe the third began in the early 20th century with albert einstein s theory of general relativity and
developed into the expanding universe we know today einstein s general theory of relativity extended the new space and time
concepts of the special theory of relativity from the domain of electric and magnetic phenomena to all of physics and particularly to
the theory of gravitation by building on einstein s previous work on special relativity general relativity sought to deal with
accelerating frames of reference this in turn led to the principle of equivalence by dealing with accelerating frames of reference
general relativity provides astronomers with the best theory to predict the effects of gravity this book examines in detail new and
important work in this field

Neutrinos in Particle Physics, Astronomy and Cosmology

2004-01-20

from time immemorial poets and philosophers have looked in awe and wonder at the universe such awe is shared by
astrophysicists too as they seek to understand its nature and whether it has any limits in the infinite cosmos joseph silk savilian
professor of astronomy at oxford university cosmologist and well known science writer brings together the modern understanding
of the universe its structure its evolution and its possible fate combining the latest from theory and observation the narrative is
peppered with quotations from literature and philosophy and reflects too on the process of scientific discovery and the implications
of our discoveries

Relativistic Astrophysics and Cosmology

2006
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the relativists and cosmologists in india organized an international conference in goa india in 1987 known as the international
conference on gravitation and cosmology icgc 87 encouraged by the success of this conference it was decided to have such a
meeting periodically once in every four years accordingly icgc 91 was held at the physical research laboratory prl ahmedabad india
the third international conference on gravitation and cosmology icgc 95 was held at the inter university centre for astronomy and
astrophysics iucaa pune india during december 13 19 1995 this series of conferences is co sponsored by the indian association for
general relativity and gravitation lagrg the conference had 16 plenary lectures and five workshops altogether there were three
plenary lectures per day and two workshops running parallel each day we were fortunate in getting plenary speakers who are
leading experts in their respective fields drawn from all over the world the conference was attended by about 105 persons from
india and 55 from abroad we thank all the contributors who have taken time to write up their lectures amidst their busy schedule
we regret we could not get the contributions of a few plenary speakers we would also like to thank the members of organizing
committees who have worked hard to make this conference a success

Trends in General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology

2008-02-13

the twentieth century elevated our understanding of the universe from its early stages to what it is today and what is to become of
it cosmology is the weapon that utilizes all the scientific tools that we have created to feel less lost in the immensity of our universe
the standard model is the theory that explains the best what we observe even with all the successes that this theory had two main
questions are still to be answered what is the nature of dark matter and dark energy this book attempts to understand these
questions while giving some of the most promising advances in modern cosmology
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The Infinite Cosmos

2012-12-06

Gravitation and Cosmology

2011-08-29

Advances in Modern Cosmology
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